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Presenter
Presentation Notes
HelloI’m my name is Andrew Brooks.I’m an architect, artist, musician and composer.I’m currently studying an MA Fine Art for 3 years part time and I’m currently half way through second year.I have a number of different strands to my work including large scale inks, painting, video and sound art.  Today I’m going to focus on my sound art hence the title ‘Body and Sound’ first presenting a couple of pieces I have already made discuss some of what I find interesting aspects and reactions to these piecesAnd discuss wider considerations of working with sound.



THREE VERTICAL STRIPES, Live Performance, 2018, Hamilton House
https://youtu.be/GXFF_oouMtg

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So a few things to note Start at 1min.This piece is an original composition by me. The intention behind this performance was firstly to marry up my musical composition with my art work and also to create a unique experience for the audience. It was a self organized end of first year show with my MA coursemates and this was the opening / private view at Hamilton House Gallery in Stokes Croft.This presentation as a video is not the piece this is just a recording and re-presentation so you understand fully what took place.I write music which uses quite a lot of looping of phrases using various devices. And this was rather than one saxophonist playing 8 loops it was seven saxophones playing 8 loops.  Each saxophone plays one loop each at a time and each loop comes in building to a central climax and then the piece subsides away until there are just a single saxophone.Go to 3:26 for pan of room 1Got to 5:13 for pan of room 2Jump to :  3:06 for first baritone bit with good video following4:13 soprano bit.5:13 second video from around the room.7:15 just me on my own.

https://youtu.be/GXFF_oouMtg
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Positives and Negatives;Great learning experience for me – it was the first time I had composed and directed other musicians, also although relatively minimal the creative choices made – no introduction, a relatively theatrical entrance, black clothing, the footstools, no music, all quite defined decisions.Negatives: it wasn’t an ideal space very elongated with the partition in the middle.  Ideally I would have preferred the audience to be properly surrounded.They also weren’t a captive audience, which was quite a good thing in terms of this event as extra people came from the bar next door and passed through, however potentially it might be more preferable to control that further.
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It made me cry…but I might have been drunk. 

I really like watching people play instruments.  I was near the bass guy near the window, 
when they started there was something so mesmerizing about watching them play and 
sway, you could see it on their faces…The sound was beautiful…the saxophone 
resonates, it really resonated, I really felt it, especially when the base parts came in, it 
washed over me and it was amazing.

As a piece of music in that event it was a really good centerpiece that really held it 
together, held peoples attention, as a piece of music it was beautiful so in terms of the 
event it was great.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some responses having discussed this with my course mates recently.Particularly the second response highlights someof the power held by performers.
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https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5918a0ee3e00be50691146
58/5bc51e197817f77208e3af54/5bc51e92652deadbf95327ca/153
9645128136/180930+August+rain.mp3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Play the piece:So the next piece I want to show you and discuss is a stereo sound piece called August RainThe above image is the sound wave of the audio file and this has an automated pan on it.The piece is It is from a long recording of rain, there is then an increasing panning backwards and forwards included on it then effects brought onto it, first reverb or echo, delay and then distortion.  It reaches its climax and then sharply stops and returns to the original rain.Reactions to this are varied some say its quite oppressive, some say its actually really quite soothing.My wife’s first comment after having listened to it in headphones was that it was quite clever how I had included the heartbeat within it which gets louder and faster – there is no heart beat in the recording.  3:25 skip to final bit.

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5918a0ee3e00be5069114658/5bc51e197817f77208e3af54/5bc51e92652deadbf95327ca/1539645128136/180930+August+rain.mp3
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Headphones vs speakers
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have experimented presenting this piece with headphone presentation and also with speakers in a space and although powerful through headphones this piece is to be presented in a space with large speaker systems.Headphones vs speaker installationsThe most obvious point about headphones is that you are not able to achieve that full body sound experience feeling the sound surge through you.Secondly the directional sensation with headphones is compromised, not with out sophisticated engineering, which is possible, particularly with the advances of virtual reality, although it is very difficult for normal headphones to achieve this as they cannot accommodate many of the bodies natural methods of detecting direction. These include the time delay of sound hitting the ear from one side or the other, the varying intensity of sound hitting one side or the other (both of which headphones really are able to engage direction), but probably most importantly moving our head.  Some of these aspects can be engineered but this directional ability is obviously greatly hampered by headphones therefore creating an in-head experience.This can be just what a sound piece needs for instance in sound walks often there is a separation or narrative to be implanted from one space to another – place can be displaced and the audience member or experiencer is displaced by one of their senses.  In the case of this is not currently what I wish to achieve.
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Where next?
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All music is physical, you can’t make a sound without it being 
physical, it’s a physical phenomena, but with that piece [Three 
Vertical Stripes] it’s a piece of music, so if you want to highlight 
the physicality you have to get rid of the music, and you might 
have to get rid of the saxophones because that’s 100 years of 
conventional notation including jazz, so you’ve got to bin that and 
then you might get to the physicality – what is the physicality of 
this sound, what's the relationship to the people in the space and 
what the relationship to the sound is….and its really difficult to 
have both.

Matt Davies
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So I have to consider what I want to achieve – this is an interesting statement from my colleague as part of the feed back discussion last week and it highlights the importance of context and history and what sound and the body is and how carefully you have to consider your actions and inclusions and what it is you might want to say.  Read it out….This is quite polemic and I’m not sure quite where I stand yet.
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Forty Part Motet, Janet Cardiff
2001 initial presentation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looking around the art world this is potentially a useful example.  Its called Forty Part Motet by Janet Cadiff and has been represented over 50 times across the globe since 2001.Cardiff's installation is a reworking of a Tudor choral piece for forty male voices . The voices of forty singers were each recorded separately and are played back in the installation via forty individual loudspeakers on tripods. The speakers are arranged in a large circle, and as visitors wander among them and progress through the work, they hear each distinct voice and also experience different combinations and harmonies. A visitor can stand in the middle of the installation and hear all forty voices; or move close to an individual loudspeaker for an intimate experience with a single voice
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To me the connection with the intimacy of this piece became really apparent because no 
audience members would stand up to a singer and stand right next to them, but 
technology is invisible to the audience so they feel very comfortable, they walk up and 
they move around. Sometimes you see people moving back and forth and all around 
and other times you see people just sitting there. 

Our ears are designed for three dimensional sound, you know, they’re not designed for 
mono sound. The sound waves hitting your body from forty separate speakers in such a 
pure way really effects you emotionally. The sound just goes totally into you. And if it’s 
the right space it really reverberates within your body.

Tate (2017) Tateshots - Janet Cardiff. www.Tate.org.uk[video]. 07July. Available from: 
http://www.tate.org.uk/art/videos/tateshots/janet-cardiff [Accessed 08 March 2017]
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I find this piece very interesting and shows a potentially quite an obvious next step, which could really change the way the piece could be viewed with ideas of intimacy.  The quotation here is from an interview with Cardiff, what is in the first line about how someone would not stand close to a singer but because it is a speaker the audience could enjoy the work in a different way. What I am most interested in is what she says in that last line – the reverberation within the body which creates the emotional connection or experience of the audience.

http://www.tate.org.uk/art/videos/tateshots/janet-cardiff
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Designing Soundscapes

• Sensitivity to sounds: positive & 
negative 

• Saccular Acoustic Sensitivity
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So considering sound as a physical thing and how it reacts with the body.Sound can create mental/emotional effects – these can be measurable and observed as physical responses such as goose bumbs or chills. Certain sounds, such as fingernails drawn down a blackboard, cause strong feelings of aversion or even fear in most humans. It has been postulated that blackboard sound is very similar to the warning cry of gibbons and hypothesized that is what causes the fight or flight reaction in humans. On the right we have the results of a study which highlight the 34 worst sounds identified in a survey – some of these could be related to fight or flight and some to health preservation – i.e. the worst being someone vomiting.  There is obvious scope to play around with this in the same way I have used a pleasant sound of rain falling and developed it into something else.There are other physical reactions to sound that unexpectedly make us feel good at high volumes that could be damaging to hearing.  This is something called a Saccular Acoustic Response:Only kicks in above 90dB and is strongest at relatively low and rhythmic frequency.The saccular is part of the inner ear but not connected with hearing but is wired to pleasure sensors unlike the cochlea or hearing bit of the ear.There is a saccular sensitivity in fishes, amphibians, but also primates and humans and is linked to mating in other animals.Examples being the bull frogs mating calls, the haddocks mating call which is a rhythmic drumming on their swim bladder, or with paired siamang gibbons duetting with low and loud calls.It has been speculated that this is the reason why humans enjoy dance and rock music and why drumming is prevalent through all societies around the glove irrespective of culture.
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Detail plan viewDetail section view

Sound Hood
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So I have a couple proposals designed which I plan to make prototypes of:Sound Hood Proposal:This is section and plan of the piece.Solitary experience with separation from the outside world.Slighty in reaction to the likelihood of not being able to take over a large space – this allows to recreate specific environmental conditions controlling as many aspects as possibleThis could be used in a number of different ways – could be an excellent way to represent Three Vertical Stripes with specific surround sound mixing but could also be a better way to present a soundscape piece like August Rain which could be remixed to swirl around in ever faster circles.
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Deail section view

Sound Tunnel
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sound Tunnel:This would be an experience based piece rather than being a delivery system which in a sense the sound hood is.Each point here represent a sensor which the moving person would trigger a line of speakers so as they move along the corridor the experience is built up to be a more intense and hopefully a physical experience, that you might rush through or linger at.
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Where next?

“I am interested in how sound 

may physically construct a space 
in a sculptural way and how a 
viewer may choose a path 
through this physical yet virtual 
space”

Janet Cardiff
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So we come back to my question of where next and a few points to tie up where I think I will go next:I haven’t talked about it much here but one of the biggest aspects that effects our experience of sound is the space its in, it is part of this awareness of space and its interaction with sound that I intend to make a sound hood prototype to be able to then test composition and sound design.The two proposals aren’t the work rather the sound inside it which I will be trying to elicit emotions or replay quite specific experiences and enable me to make soundscapes for the viewer or experiencer to inhabit.  As I build and test these soundscapes there are some interesting choices to make – either to try and work with pure emotions, trying to bypass associations and awareness of musical history and meaning, or embrace that and bring the performer into the piece engage with that such as Janet Cardiff has.I’m going to end with a quote from Janet Cardiff talking about 40 part Motet which I think I find an inspiring place to start,“I am interested in how sound may physically construct a space in a sculptural way and how a viewer may choose a path through this physical yet virtual space”
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